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716 Notes on Economic and Statistical Works. [Dec. 
which Englishmen are interested respecting the growth and welfare 
of the Hungarian Kingdom. The columns of this Jouirnal cannot 
properly deal with the topographical delineation of the Hungarian 
State, which the author describes as a protective bastion for the 
defence of Western Europe and a breakwater on which for ten 
centuries of older history "the waves of oriental barbarism dashed 
and were broken." Neither need we here recount he stirring tale 
of the historical development of the nation and the description of 
its historical status. With the analysis of the races composing 
what is now recognised as the Hungarian people the statistician 
has more to do; and the close concern of these figures with the 
present day condition of the Near East does not need to be insisted 
on. The author estimates at20,000,000 the present population: the 
number counted in the census of 1900 was 19,254,559. Dr. de Vargha 
shows that 124- per cent. of these, or 2,4I6,304 persons, were then 
residents in the Crown lands of Croatia and Slavonia, wlhose relations 
to the Hungarian Kingdom proper have not always been quite 
correctly understood by ourselves. The predominance of the Magyar 
race within the domain of Hungary proper comes out when the census 
of 1900 is quoted as the authority for finding 51 4 per cent., or 
8,651I,520, as Magyars by tongue, and this powerful nucleus is brought 
up to over I0,000,000 of the I6,838,000 of Hungary proper by 
including non-Magyars who knew the Hungarian tongue, while 
there were 16-6 per cent. speaking Roumanian, II13 per cent. 
German, and another I 1I*3 per cent. Slovaks-the Servians, 
Ruthenian, &c., making up the balance. 
Dr. de Vargha traces the wide variations in the density of these 
peoples, and shows the grouping of the population by age, sex, and 
civil condition, while the student will find nmany statistics of interest 
relating to educational matters. The great majority of the 
Hungarian people are, of course, agriculturalists, upwards of two- 
thirds (68-4 per cent.) of those engaged in earning their living 
being employed in cultivating the soil, and the pictures here drawn 
of the distribution of the land and the size of farms in Hungary 
are timely. The material development which has attended agri- 
cultural production in Hungary deserves close study in the light 
of these figures, which show that nearly half the aggregate area of 
farms (48-4 per cent.) is composed of holdings between 5 and 
I00 acres, and a surface but little less than this, or 44'4 per cent., 
in larger holdings-nearly three-fourths of this larger group being 
cultivated in units of area exceeding I,ooo acres. 
To the pamphlet itself we must refer the enquirer for the details 
of the agricultural nd industrial conditions of the State, its traffic 
arrangements and its external trade, while the reader will appreciate 
the useful oreographic and hydrographic map appended to this 
compact account of the Hungary of to-day. P.G.C. 
12. The King's revenue. By W. M. J. Williams. 221 pp., 
8vo. London: P. S. King and Son, 1908. Price, 6s. net. 
The secondary title of this volume, " A Handbook to the Taxes 
and the Public Revenue," indicates generally its scope and purpose, 
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It passes in survey the various branches of the revenue of the 
United Kingdom, giving a brief outline of the history of some of the 
principal imposts and tables of the yield in recent years, and record- 
ing changes of rates which have occurred. For the land tax, for 
example, there is given a table of the original county quotas and 
the amounts since redeemed, as also of remissions under the 
arrangements of the Finance Act of 1896, a table enabling a clear 
view of the effects of that Act to be obtained. The mode in which 
redemptions have occurred is, however, not clearly explained in the 
text, where the application to this purpose of surpluses in excess of 
the quotas in certain districts is the only method specifically named. 
The table shows that nearly thirty times as much has been redeemed 
by the ordinary method of purchase as by this particular arrange- 
ment. 
Though the volume can in no way replace such well-known 
studies of our taxes as Dowell's History of Taxes and Taxation, it 
provides much information i  a fairly compact form, and has the 
great advantage of being up to date. A.F. 
13. Trade and Tariffis. By John M. Robertson, M.P. ix + 331 pp., 
crown 8vo. London: Adam and Charles Black, 1908. 
The Free Trader, who looks on his opponents, according to 
the trite dilemma, as either "fools" or "knaves," will, no doubt, 
derive some satisfaction from the perusal of this volume. For 
Mr. Robertson writes with evident gusto, and is resolved to smite 
his enemies " hip and thigh." He tells us in his preface that the 
object of his book, which is "an elaboration of a slight sketch" 
published previously in 1904, is to "4deal with the fiscal problem 
under all of its various aspects-historical, statistical, economic, 
political, social, and ethical." He divides his treatment accordingly 
into five parts. In the first he " present protectionist movement," 
is brought up for preliminary trial, and is summarily condemned. 
Having reached the conclusion in the third chapter that the 
movement stands for no new economic doctrine, and that under 
all the various names it has from time to time assumed it has 
been and remains the same, Mr. Robertson is naturally led to 
investigate in his second part the historical evolution, and we are 
prepared to find that writing in this spirit he will not bestow 
any particle of praise upon or allow any fraction of excuse for 
the theory or practice of the mercantile system. He regards that 
system, if we understand him aright, as mistaken, confused, futile 
and injurious. That there were imperfections, and, judged by our 
modern standards, extravagance and absurdity, in the fiscal policy 
pursued by English rulers and statesmen in the past would be 
allowed by every candid and instructed student; but Mr. Robertson's 
reading of history appears to us in this section of his book to be 
more conspicuous for its extreme controversial bias than to be com- 
mended for cool detachment or large discrimination. He has, so 
far as we can judge, approached the study of the past with a fixed 
determination to find there what he wishes to discover; and 
accordingly we can discern little or no traces in the account he 
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